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Barrie,ON, Canada | 647 701 4960 | marinaz.code@gmail.com | Portfolio | GitHub | LinkedIn 

Professional Summary 

I'm a Web Developer who loves the challenge of solving complex problems with code, and a strong passion 

for building clean and accessible web applications. I combine my technical capability with my previous 5+ 

years of experience in HR to communicate effectively with developers, designers and other stakeholders, as 

well as build positive relationships with clients. In my free time I enjoy travelling, hiking and learning new 

things. I’m currently learning WordPress. 

Skills Summary 

HTML5 | CSS3 |SCSS | JavaScript | React | RESTful APIs and Firebase | Responsive design | Website 

accessibility | Git and GitHub collaboration | Paired programming & team-based development | Project 

scope management | Complex problem-solving | Time-management 

 

Education & Training 

Juno College of Technology - Toronto, ON 

Web Development Certificate | JavaScript Course | Web Development Course  Oct 2021-Mar 2022 

 

Moscow Automobile & Road Construction State Tech - Moscow, Russia 

Bachelor in Personnel Management                                                                                              Sept 2013-Jun 2018  

Relevant Projects 

DETECTIVE POKEMON                  React || CSS                                             LIVE | GITHUB 

- Responsive game app that pulls data from REST API & uses React components to optimize code re-usability 

- Git collaborative project where our group created and designed the app within 2 weeks deadline 

RECIPE APP                                            HTML || CSS || JavaScript                     LIVE | GITHUB  

- Responsive multi-page app using REST API and helps users find recipes based on cuisine or ingredients 

- Git collaborative project, co-created & co-designed app with partner within 2 weeks deadline 

- Used JavaScript to anticipate error handling based on user input to enhance user experience and ensure 

appropriate results are displayed 

Canadian Work History 

IT Recruiter, Zenith Systems Solutions – Toronto, ON   May 2021 to Oct 2021  

· Coordinated with IT team leaders to forecast hiring needs and determine qualifications for 10 open roles 

resulting in improved success of hiring candidates 

· Wrote and posted technical job descriptions on LinkedIn that accurately reflected company's needs and 

goals that attracted the high volume of candidates to the openings 

https://marinaz.dev/
https://github.com/mzubtsova
http://linkedin.com/in/marina-zubtsova-98956a205
https://detective-pokemon.netlify.app/
https://github.com/project-4-detective-pokemon/project-4
https://nervous-pike-a38725.netlify.app/
https://github.com/mzubtsova/project2RecipeApp

